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S{matrix elements and transition currents are systemat-
ically expanded in external momenta and quark (meson)
mass insertions, collectively denoted by a small parame-
ter q. Based on the underlying power counting, to a given
order, one has to consider tree as well as pion loop graphs.
Of particular interest are the so{called low{energy theo-
rems, which give predictions to a certain order expressed
entirely in terms of measurable quantities (a detailed dis-
cussion about this issue can be found in Ref. [6]). Our
starting point is the low{energy theorem for the longitu-
dinal dipole amplitude L
( )
0+
, accessible in charged pion
electroproduction.
y
It has been derived from baryon chi-
ral perturbation theory to third order in the chiral ex-
































































































































































(1  x)[1 + x(1 + )]
; (7)
y
We use standard notation for the multipoles, the super-
script refers to the isospin, the subscripts are l, with l the
orbital angular momentum of the pion{nucleon system and
the total angular momentum is j = l  1=2. For a detailed
discussion of the kinematics and multipole decomposition in
pion electroproduction, see refs. [3,7].









(m) the charged pion (nucleon)
mass and k
2







= 3:71 is the isovector anomalous mo-
ment of the nucleon, F

= 92:4 MeV the weak pion
decay constant, g
N
= 13:4 the pion{nucleon coupling
constant and C ' 0:4 depends on some low{energy con-
stants. Its precise form is not of interest here but can
be found in Ref. [7]. We remark that these expressions
have been obtained in a relativistic version of baryon chi-
ral perturbation theory and that some of the kinematical
prefactors have not been expanded. However, since we
are only after a leading order pion loop eect, the result
will not be dierent from a heavy baryon analysis [8,9].
For calculating higher order corrections consistently, one
either has to use the heavy baryon formalism or the re-
cently proposed infrared regularization [10]. Note also
that the dependence of L
( )
0+
on the axial radius is very
weak because the terms  hr
2
A
i cancel (that is why the
axial radius discrepancy discussed before resides in the
electric dipole amplitude [5]). As announced, the pion





) appears in the expression for




















Consequently, to separate the pion radius, one should
consider the slope of the longitudinal multipole. For do-









and pick up all terms proportional






















































The rst four terms are standard [11], they comprise the
conventional dependence on the pion vector radius, recoil
eects and the dominant chiral limit behavior of the slope




singularity stems from the k
2
{derivative of the pion{pole
term which appears already at leading order in the chiral
expansion.
FIG. 1. Relevant one{loop diagrams. Crossed partners are
not shown. The solid, dashed and wiggly lines denote nucle-
ons, pions and photons, in order.
2
The last term in Eq.(9) originates from the so{called tri-
angle and tadpole (with three pions coupling to the nu-
cleon at one point) diagrams which are known to play a
prominent role in pion photo{ and electroproduction (see
Fig. 1). The formal reason for the appearance of this new,
model{independent contribution at order k
2
is that one
cannot interchange the order of taking the derivative at
k
2
= 0 and the chiral limit M

! 0. Consequently, all
determinations of the pion radius from electroproduction
(based on tree-level amplitudes including nucleon and























The novel term on the right{hand-side of Eq.(10)
amounts to 0.266 fm
2
, a bit more than half of the squared







. Therefore, from the
longitudinal multipole alone, one expects to nd a larger












which is even larger than the result of the Mainz analy-
sis, cf. Eq.(3). We point out, however, that the contri-
bution of the pion radius to the derivative of the longi-
tudinal multipole is a factor of ten smaller than the one
from the rst three terms in the curly brackets in Eq.(9).
Therefore, a fourth order analysis is certainly needed to
further quantify the \pion radius discrepancy". Further-
more, the pion form factor contribution to the longitudi-
nal cross section is also present in higher multipoles. In
fact, it is known that the convergence of the multipole se-
ries for the pion pole term is slow. One should therefore
also investigate such eects for these higher multipoles
or directly compare the predictions of complete one{loop
calculation with the data of the longitudinal electropro-
duction cross section. For the purpose of demonstrating
the signicance of chiral loop eects the k
2
-slopes (con-




ever, best suited. What we have shown here is that as
in the case of the nucleon axial mean square radius, the
pion loops, which are a unique consequence of the chiral
symmetry of QCD, modify the naive Born term analysis
and should be taken into account.
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